
Inferential Statistics

homework 2

Due 6 May 2012

For this homework, you will need the dpes.sav dataset, which contains data from the 2002
Dutch Parliamentary Election Study. The variables are listed in table 1.

1. Perform a multiple regression whereby you explain the sympathy score for the LPF by
attitudes towards asylum, crime, euthanasia, ethnic minorities, European Union unification,
and income differences, as well as by the left-right self-placement.

(a) (25%) Present a regression table properly formatted as for a publication.

(b) (25%) Write a one page report in which you fully interpret the regression output -
what does it tell you about the support for the LPF?

2. Perform a multiple regression whereby you explain the sympathy score for the PvdA by
attitudes towards crime, income differences, left-right self-placement, social class, sex, and
age. Note that social class and sex are categorical variables and thus need to be entered
into the regression accordingly.

(a) (25%) Present a regression table properly formatted as for a publication.

(b) (25%) Write a one page report in which you fully interpret the regression output -
what does it tell you about the support for the PvdA?
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SYMP LPF Sympathy score for the LPF, a populist right-wing party at the time
SYMP PvdA Sympathy score for the PvdA, the equivalent of the Labour Party
ASYLUM Attitude towards asylum seekers (1 = admit more, 7 = send back

more)
CRIME Attitude towards crime (1 = government is too tough, 7 = should

be tougher)
LR Self-placement of respondent on left-right scale (0 = left)
EUTHANASIA Attitude towards euthanasia (1 = should be forbidden)
MINORITIES Attitude towards ethnic minorities (1 = preserve customs own cul-

ture, 7 = completely adjust to Dutch culture)
UNIFICATION Attitude towards European Union unification (1 = should go further,

7 = has gone too far)
INCOME Attitude towards income redistribution (1 = differences should be

increased)
AGE Age of the respondent
SEX Sex of the respondent
EDUC Education level of the respondent
CLASS Social class of the respondent

Table 1: List of relevant variables in dpes.sav.
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